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THRESHOLD
M. Fuentes: Department of Statistics, University of Chicago, 5734 University Av., Chicago II 60637.1514.
F.J. Gallego: JRe. 21020 Ispra (Varese), Italy

ABSTRACT
A simple random sample in an area frame usually gives a number of pairs of elements
that are close to each other. These elements give redundant information since there is
usually a high spatial autocorrelation at short distances. The efficiency of sampling is
generally improved if we impose that the distance between two elements of the sample
cannot be less than a certain threshold. However applying this restriction can introduce a
significant perturbation of the sampling probability. Elements near the borders of the
region are more likely to be selected. In the case of aligned sampling by repetition of a
pattern in a square block, a distance threshold does not modify the marginal probability
of each element of the population, although crossed probabilities are slightly changed.
Keywords: Area frame sampling, distance threshold, systematic sampling.

1. Introduction
Most variables observed in a geographic area have a spatial autocorrelation that is rather
high at short distances and tends to decrease when the distance becomes larger.
For example when segments (pieces of land) are sampled in an agricultural landscape, if
a segment has high proportion of wheat, it is likely that another segment close to it has a
high proportion of wheat.
A number of sampling procedures have been developed to optimize the precision of the
estimates in the presence of spatial autocorrelation (Bellhouse 1977, Iachan 1985,
Haining 1990, Arbia 1993, Cressie 1993 Benedetti, 1994). In general a knowledge is
needed of the spatial autocorrelation function, since there is no optimal design plan for a
general family of correlation functions (Bellhouse 1977).
When a sampling plan is set up, frequently no information is available on the
autocorrelation function. In this case setting a distance threshold gives a simple
alternative to more sophisticated sampling algorithms. Imposing that the distance
between sample elements cannot be less than a certain threshold r improves the
sampling efficiency if it can be accepted that the autocorrelation is higher at distances
shorter than r than the one at distances longer than r .
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2. Modifying a random sampling with a distance threshold.
Let us discuss an example of area frame in a small region with a square grid of 1 km
represented in Figure 1 (the graphics actually correspond to the province of Varese, Italy).
The area frame is defined on the basis of the region limits in the form of cartographic coordinates (UTM in this particular case). The approximately 1200 segments of the frame
correspond to 100 ha except those on the border. This kind of area frame is being used
for estimation of crop areas.
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Figure 1: Square grid on a small
region

Figure 2: Simple random sample

Figure 2 shows the result of a simple random sampling of 40 segments in the grid. The
quality of the estimates depends rather on the number of segments in the sample than on
the sampling rate. It depends as well on how important the crop is in the region
(Gallego, 95); minor crops are often poorly estimated. The results are also improved if
the variability of the region is correctly represented by the sample. The geographic
distribution of the sample is disturbing: sample segments are concentrated in some areas
while other areas are missed by the sample. Some pairs of segments are contiguous and
will presumably give redundant information.
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2. 1 Stepwise and Global Application of the Threshold.

The easiest way to ensure that a distance threshold is respected is drawing a sample at
random (with or without replacement), checking if there is a pair of elements at a
distance less than r and rejecting the sample in this case.
We can apply the threshold in two different ways:
•

Stepwise application of threshold: In the ith step, the sample element xi is selected. If
it does not respect the condition (d(Xi ,x) < r for j<i), we select a new xi until the
threshold condition is respected.

•

Global application of the threshold: If the distance threshold is not respected for one
pair, we repeat the complete sampling procedure.

It is obvious that the amount of computation needed
application of the threshold.

IS

smaller with the stepwise

The probability of possible samples depends on the way the threshold is applied.

2.2 Perturbations of the Probability that each Element is in the Sample.
We draw a sample of n segments out of N using random sampling. The units can be
points or aerial units (for example square segments of 1 km x 1 km for which distances
are defined with the usual Euclidean distance between their centers). We impose that the
distance between two points in the sample has to be always greater or equal than s . The
probability that a particular unit is in the sample depends on where that sampling unit is
situated. Without the request of the distance threshold among sampling units, all of the
points would have the same probability.

2.2.1 A fictitious example
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Figure 3: Example of population of
5 elements

The computation of exact probabilities for each
sample in most real situations requires an
unaffordable computing time, since the
probability of each possible sample must be
separately calculated; we see here an extremely
small example to illustrate the modification of
sampling probabilities when a distance
threshold is introduced. We consider a
population of 5 squares with unity side length
as in Figure 3. We draw a sample of 3 elements
out of these 5 with a distance threshold
r = 1.1 km.

There are only 3 samples that meet the distance threshold; the probabilities we get
applying the global threshold procedure are the same, while the stepwise procedure gives
unequal probabilities.
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To compute for example the probability of the sample {a, c, e}, we separately consider
each of the 6 possible ways of getting the sample if order is considered:
p(xj=a, X2=C, x3=e)= p(xj=a) x p(x2=clxj=a) x p(x3=elxj=a,x2=c) = 115 x 113 x 1 =1115,
p(a,e,c)=1I30, p(c,a,e)=1I10, p(c,e,a)=lIlO, p(e,a,c)=1I40, p(e,c,a)=1I20.
1 IS:
.
llty 0 f eac h sampe
The prob abT
Possible samples
Stepwise threshold
3/8
{a, c, e}
{a, d, e}
2/8
{b,d,e}
3/8
.
The prob abT
1 tty th at eac h e1ement IS In the samp1e IS:
Elements
Stepwise threshold
5/8
a
3/8
b
3/8
c
5/8
d
e
1

Global threshold
113
113
113

Global threshold

2/3
113
113

2/3
1

A quick analysis of this small example suggests that the probability p(~) that a point ~ is
in the sample is strongly correlated with the number of points inside the open ball
m(~) = #B(~r)= #{U d(z.,~)<r}: the more elements inside the ball, the more often ~ is
not allowed to belong to the sample because of the incompatibility with another element,
and the lower the probability that ~ belongs to the sample.

2.2.2 Examples in real regions.
We can modify the sample of Figure 2 with a distance threshold of 2.5 km. In this case
we will obtain the sample represented in Figure 4. The geographic distribution is
improved: contiguous segments are avoided but again some large areas are missed.
A higher threshold would be necessary to avoid missing such large areas. Of course this
can be achieved by selecting a larger sample, but ground survey costs would be higher.
When a region is stratified, the distance threshold can be separately applied to each
stratum.
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Figure 4: Random Sample
with a Distance Threshold

We could see in the previous example that the
probability that an element belongs to the sample
depends on its position in a region, but in real cases it
is not easy to compute this probability, even with a
perfect knowledge of the region. Here we give the
estimates of such probabilities by repeating the
sampling in a small region: the island of Evvoia
(Greece): 935 segments of 2 km x 2 km , out of
which we draw a sample of 15 segments.
With a stepwise application of a threshold of 8 km
between centres of segments, the probability is
significantly higher for segments in the fringe of the
region (Figure 5). The result is similar for a global
application of the threshold, excepting that the
modification of the probability is stronger: the range
is 1.28 % - 2.48 % for the global application of the
threshold instead of 1.39 % - 2.07 % for the stepwise
application.
Some suggestions come out from this simulation:

• the stepwise application of a threshold alters the probability less than the global
application.
• bias can be avoided by reducing the "a priori probability of elements near the border"
in the basic sampling, or alternatively by using a Horvitz-Thomson estimator, that
compensates the unequal sampling probabilities (Cochran, 1977). The HorvitzThomson estimator is unbiased if the sampling probabilities are known. However in
real cases, sampling probabilities are to be estimated and the Horvitz-Thomson
estimator becomes biased.

2.2.3 The choice of the threshold r
This sampling method clearly depends on the r . We have not conducted specific studies
on the stability of the results when r is modified. So far we have selected a value of r with
a subjective compromise: relatively large, but not so large that nearly all the region is
covered by the "forbidden" areas (xI( d(Xi'X) < r} at the end of the sample selection. A
value

r ==

~ 3n
D

, where D is the area of the region and n is the targeted sample Slze

comfortably ensures this condition.
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Figure 5: sampling probability alteration after sequential application of a distance
threshold in Euboea island (Greece)
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3. Systematic aligned sampling with a distance threshold.
Systematic geographic sampling is often used to improve the efficiency of sampling
when there is a decreasing auto-correlation (Iachan, 83). The MARS Project of the E.C.
has adopted this strategy to sample segments for area and production crop estimates at
regional or national level (Gallego et aI94).
3. 1 Applying a distance threshold to a sample of segments by square blocks.

A distance threshold can be applied for systematic sampling on square blocks. Some care
is necessary if we want the distance threshold to be met by segments in contiguous
blocks, as well as inside each block.

3.1.1 Sampling square segments by repeating a pattern in a block
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Figure 6: Random pattern in a block
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A sample by square blocks can be drawn by
selecting at random a pattern that is repeated
across the region as the example of Figure 7.
In this example sampling is made using blocks of
10 km x 10 km . Several segments are chosen at
random without replacement in a block.
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The pattern is repeated for all the blocks in the
Figure 7: Aligned sample by
region. This way of sampling is often known as
repeating a pattern.
systematic aligned sampling. The set of all the
segments with the same relative position in all the
blocks is called a replicate. Here we take a sample of 3 replicates.
Compared with a purely random sample, systematic sampling usually gives better
precision (Cochran, 77). The main risk of systematic sampling is that a serious
perturbation can appear if there is a periodical phenomenon with an interval that happens
to coincide with the size of the block. This risk is negligible here: it is very unlikely that
crops have a periodic behavior with a cycle of 10 km.
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Figure 8: Sampling a pattern in a block with a distance threshold
3.1.2 Systematic aligned sampling with a distance threshold.
In the random selection of the pattern in a block, it
can happen that two or more elements are
geographically close to each other. Figure 8 illustrates
a way to get a pattern that will generate an aligned
sample with a distance threshold.
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Figure 9: Aligned sample
with a distance threshold.
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We first draw a segment at random (Figure 8a); in the
example it happens to fall close to the SW corner.
Figure 8b shows the segments of the block at a
distance less than 3.5 km, that are forbidden for the
second replicate of the sample -second segment in the
block-; notice that a number of segments around the
other corners of the block are equally forbidden
because they would be too close to the first replicate
in another contiguous block. We sllrround the second
replicate with a new forbidden area and so on.
Figure 9 represents the result of this operation after
matching with the administrative limits of a region.
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We draw a sample of 11 segments out of N using systematic sampling with square blocks,
each block has N 1 * N 2 = N segments. The sample units can be written as (b,j) from
replica j (j=l,r) in block b (b=l.B). A cluster Cj is made up of all the segments ((b,j),
b=l, ... ,Bj that have the same relative position in each block. We define the next distance
between segments f!:. = (a a2 ), and Q= (b ,h2 ):
J ,

d(f!:.,Q)

J

= mina~_l.o,J ( ~(bJ - a J-aN J)2 + (b 2 - a2 - ~N2 y~ )

(1)

~~-I.O,J

In random sampling we have seen that the probability of each segment g of being in the
sample is different; in systematic sampling is the same for all of them:

p(x,

p(f!:.) =

Ii

.~

,Xl

2

,oo.,a,oo.,x, ).
-

(2)

II)

I/j=L. ... II

At first sight this probability seems to depend on the point [1 because for each point the
segments that are at distance more than 5 are different. However it can be easily proved
that p( (1) is the same for any g . The proof is based on the invariance with regard to the
translation modulo (N J, N;,):

(aJ,aJEB(z!'zJ=(a J+zJ ±NJ,a 2 +Z2 ±NJ

(3)

The sampling probability remains constant because the borders of the region are not
considered when the block pattern is sampled, and the probability of each point (or
segment) depends only of its position in the block.
However there is a slight change of the joint probability that a pair ([1,/;z.) is in the
sample. The joint probability depends on the number of elements common to the balls
B([1,s) , B(f2,s), B{g, 25), and B(fz,2s). For example, drawing 2000000 times a pattern of 4
points in a grid of 1 km step with a block size of 12 km x 12 km and a threshold of
2.9 km gave joint probabilities for compatible pairs of points ranging from 0.0631 % to
0.0665 % . This alteration of joint probabilities introduces a slight bias in the estimation
of the variance.
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